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Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX (15)
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE. Coleman-Rayner Los Angeles, CA, USA. July 29, 2020 Singer-songwriter Charlotte Aitchison, aka Charli XCX, is seen leaving a gas station after buying cigarettes and water. The British star wore black sneakers, black high-waited nike biker shorts, black sports bra and a black shirt with blue and red flames. She also carried an attica fanny pack by Alexander Wang, that retails for $650US. CREDIT MUST READ: RF/Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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